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General Comment

The Point Beach Nuclear Plant has been quietly and safely providing power to NorthEast Wisconsin since
I was in grade school in the 70's at the very least, when I had my first visit there on a school field trip.
Since then in different phases of my life I have provided computer equipment to the facility and staff in
the 80's, taken advantage of the Energy Information Center, for myself and friends/children, and working
in a healthcare organization I have participated in mock safety exercises and the like. Everyone is so
wound up on this new Green Energy initiative, but they are hung up in the words and don't really
comprehend that some of these technologies are far from being able to make a large enough impact to
replace anything, would take up a lot of space where none is available, or in the long term (wind turbines)
produce considerable waste of their own. I don't understand why people are so hung up on nuclear power
- granted I don't feel the plants should be located in seismically active locations, but they are quite safe
and create no pollution. I am aware these units have been actively serviced continuously, as I have both
known employees of the plant and well as dealt with the contractors that come into town during the
scheduled outages to perform the required maintenance. There is always the concern of the spent
materials, but they have been safely stored on-site for may years with no problems that I'm aware of and I
have no concerns with living near the plant. As the need to retire the nuclear energy plants rears it's ugly
head, and with it being very hard to get new ones built, I don't think there are going to be a lot of clean
options to make up for the power they are producing without the need for additional coal or gas fired
power plants, and I think we have much more to worry about environmentally with those than with
nuclear - at least in this area. The Kewaunee plant that was directly to the North, but run by a different
company, also provided safe and effective power for a really long time, until a new company bought it
and immdiately decided to shut it down even though it still had considerable remaining life - rumor had it
that was done to latch on to funding that was provided for the long term shut down of the plant. Even
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when that one was shut down there were still no environmental incidents in that process either. Shutting
down Point Beach is not just going to make everything go away - the spent materials will be stored on site
for a great number of years until it is safe to transport them elsewhere, plus the various disposal and
clean-up activities that would have to happen on-site over the approximate 30-year period it would take to
return the site to a natural format. I am in favor of allowing the plant to continue to operate as long as it is
safe and financially feasible, and to take whatever means are necessary to increase the storage area for
spent materials as needed. Thank you.


